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Saudi Pensacola shooter was left
'infuriated' after instructor nicknamed
him 'Porn Stash' due to his mustache in
front of his classmates and filed an
official complaint earlier this year

Incident took place in April at Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Florida 
Mohammed al-Shamrani lodged a complaint over comment made by instructor 
James Day is said to have referred to al-Shamrani as 'Porn Stash' during a class 
Two American classmates helped al-Shamrani prepare complaint over incident 
Investigators do not believe incident is connected to Friday's shooting 
But they are coming under increasing pressure to deliver answers on the motive
The FBI said Sunday shooting will be investigated as a potential act of terrorism
And it emerged the gunman had visited New York just two days before shooting  

By ARIEL ZILBER FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 01:22 EDT, 9 December 2019 | UPDATED: 17:12 EDT, 9 December 2019

The Saudi airman who killed three at a naval training center in Pensacola filed a
complaint earlier this year against an instructor who called him 'Porn Stash.' 

Saudi Royal Air Force Second Lieutenant Mohammed Saeed al-Shamrani lodged a
complaint in April against the instructor who gave him the nickname, in reference to
his mustache, in front of 10 other students, according to The New York Times.

'I was infuriated as to why he would say that in front of the class,' al-Shamrani wrote
in his complaint.
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The FBI declined to comment on the incident. Investigators do not believe that the
incident had any connection to Friday's shooting, the Times reported.

But they are coming under increasing pressure to deliver answers on the motive
behind the shooting at the U.S. Navy base on Friday morning. 

The bureau said Sunday it will be investigated as a potential act of terrorism as
authorities explore whether the gunman's sickening actions were spurred by a
radical ideology. 

He had visited the 9/11 memorial in New York just two days before shooting where he
met up with at least five other Saudi airmen and was able to buy the Glock 9mm
pistol he used in the shooting legally in Florida.
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the construction
 

Madonna's daughter
Lourdes Leon is new
face of Swarovski's
Collection II campaign
that puts focus on
diversity and inclusivity
The model, whose father
is Carlos Leon, is 24 

Lady Kitty Spencer's
charmed summer
continues! Princess
Diana's niece, 30, and
husband Michael Lewis,
62, check in to $5,000-a-
night hotel on the
Amalfi Coast
Newlyweds!

Local legends, a
community with
passion, and the best
blue agave in the world:
Why you'll find the most
authentic tequila
nestled in the highlands
of Jalisco
SPONSORED   

Eric Stonestreet, 49,
digitally ages new
fiancee Lindsay
Schweitzer, 42, in
engagement snaps...
after trolls criticized the
Modern Family star for
being 'too old'
 

Jennifer Garner treats
kids Seraphina, 12, and
Samuel, nine, to ice
cream during an outing
in LA
Actress, 49, is also mom
to Violet, 15, from her
marriage to Ben Affleck 

Cher shares intimate
details about falling
'madly in love' with Val
Kilmer and their
proceeding four-decade
friendship
Star said actor is 'like
nobody I've ever known'

RHOM star Alexia
Echevarria's reveals her
mother died from Covid
on her wedding day:
'The happiest day of my
life has turned out to be
the saddest'
 

Madonna gets into the
groove in her kitchen as
she throws lavish ninth
birthday bash for
twins Estere and Stella
and dances with 
boyfriend Ahlamalik
Williams 
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Months before Friday's shooting at Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Florida, Saudi gunman
Mohammed Saeed al-Shamrani (above) lodged a complaint against an instructor who called
him 'Porn Stash' - a reference to his mustache resembling that of a pornographic film actor
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Erin Andrews reveals
she's undergoing her
seventh round of IVF at
age 43 while opening up
about her fertility
struggles post-cervical
cancer, saying: 'I am not
ashamed'
 

This supermodel-
approved anti-ageing
cream leaves skin
beautifully hydrated and
glowing: You'd typically
pay $100 for it but
here's how you can get
yours for just $18.28
PROMOTED   

Her cute mini-me!
Rachael Leigh Cook's
daughter Charlotte,
seven, makes her red
carpet DEBUT at the
He's All That premiere
90s star is now a doting
mom

Spike Lee is re-editing
his HBO series on 9/11
to remove conspiracy
theories after admitting
he believes WTC was
brought down by
explosives in controlled
demolition
 

Harry Styles reveals
fans attending his US
tour will have to provide
proof of a double Covid
vaccination or a
negative test - after his
shows were postponed
 

Charlo�e Tilbury

Charlo�e Tilbury Supermodel 
Brow Kit - Makeup Kit
Magical easy-to-use eyebrow makeup kit 
including a choice of Brow Cheat or Brow Li� 
pencil, tinted gel and clear brow gel
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The above image shows police tape stretching across a street near a building at Naval Air
Station Pensacola on Saturday

Special Agent in Charge Rachel Rojas revealed Sunday that investigators have not
yet been able to determine the motive.  

Florida Governor Ron DeSantis, speaking at a Sunday evening press conference, said
he was sure the gunman carried out an act of terrorism. He questioned whether it
could have been prevented by better vetting of foreign military officers who train in
the United States.

'There is a lot of frustration in our state over this,' DeSantis said. 'You have foreign
military personnel coming to our base. They should not be doing that if they hate our
country.'

'I'm big supporter of the Second Amendment, but it's so Americans can keep and
bear arms, not Saudi Arabians', DeSantis added. 
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Authorities also believe the shooter authored a series of social media posts in which
he talked about U.S. support for Israel and scolded Americans for being anti-Muslim.

After a trip home to Saudi Arabia in February, colleagues say he had become more
religious, The New York Times reports. 

It emerged as: 

Investigators face mounting pressure Monday to deliver answers on the motive
The gunman visited 9/11 memorial in New York just two days before shooting 
Key part of the investigation into the shooting now turns to Texas, ABC reports
FBI confirmed Sunday al-Sshamrani had legally purchased the Glock 9mm pistol
Authorities also believe he authored a series of social media posts in which he
talked about U.S. support for Israel and scolded Americans for being anti-Muslim
His fellow Saudi students are speaking directly with American investigators 
Colleagues say he appeared more religious after a trip home in February  

A key part of the investigation has now turned to Texas, ABC reports. Al-Shamrani
was first deployed to Lackland AFB, now part of Joint Base San Antonio.  

The 'Porn Stash' incident took place at the end of a meteorology class taught by
James Day.

Before Day dismissed the students, he asked if anyone had any questions.

He then turned to al-Shamrani and referred to him as 'Porn Stash.'

'Laughing, he continued to ask, 'What? Have you not seen a porn star before?' al-
Shamrani wrote in his complaint, which was prepared with the help of two other
American trainees.
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'After I did not respond, he just let go of the subject.'  

Family members and others identified the three dead as Airman Apprentice Cameron Scott
Walters, 21, of Richmond Hill, Georgia (left); Airman Mohammed Sameh Haitham, 19, of St.
Petersburg, Florida (center); and Joshua Kaleb Watson, a 23-year-old graduate of the US Naval
Academy (right)

Members of the Air Force Old Guard Carry team carry the transfer case of Seaman Apprentice
Cameron S. Walters at Dover Air Force Base on Sunday
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The head of the company that employs Day refused to discuss details of the
incident.

Brian Busey, the president of Delaware Resource Group of Oklahoma, said the matter
was dealt with in April.

'Appropriate personnel action was taken regarding the incident in question,
corrective action was taken, the matter was closed back in April, and we have no
further comment, Busey told the Times. 

Members of the Air Force Old Guard Carry team carry the transfer case of Seaman Mohammed
Haitham on Sunday. Acting Navy Secretary Thomas Modly (center) and Navy Admiral Michael
Gilday (right), the chief of naval operations, look on
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AL-SHAMRANI'S
DISTURBING TWITTER
ACCOUNT AND HIS
PRE-SHOOTING
'MANIFESTO'

The now-deactivated Twitter account
purportedly belonging to Alshamrani
included:

- A variety of anti-Israel postings and a
quote from deceased al-Qaeda leader
Osama bin Laden

- A lengthy manifesto posted at
4:39am Friday, less than two hours the
shooting. The manifesto read in part:

'I'm against evil, and America as a
whole has turned into a nation of evil.

'I'm not against you for just being
American, I don't hate you because
[of] your freedoms, I hate you because
every day you [are] supporting,
funding and committing crimes not
only against Muslims, but also
humanity....

Door Attendant Staff Sergeant Siannie L. Concepcion closes the door of the transport vehicle
carrying the transfer cases of three military members killed

The revelation about the complaint filed by al-Shamrani surfaced on the same day
that investigators learned he and other Saudi airmen who were in the US for military
training visited the September 11 memorial in New York City just days before the
shooting.

Senior law enforcement officials also say
that al-Shamrani, 21, made preparations
for the shooting by filing paperwork to
purchase a gun in April. 

The revelations about al-Shamrani's
movements are part of efforts by
investigators to establish an exact
timeline in the weeks leading up to
Friday's shooting rampage, according to
The Daily Beast.

In the hours leading up to the attack, the
shooter appeared to have posted
criticism of U.S. wars in the Middle East
to social media, saying he hated
Americans for 'committing crimes not
only against Muslims but also humanity'
and for the country's support of Israel.

He also posted a quote from assassinated
al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden,
according to SITE Intelligence Group.
The shooter's Twitter account was taken
down subsequent to the attack.

As of Sunday, investigators have no
indication that al-Shamrani was helped
by others.
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Alshamrani was on the base as part of a
U.S. Navy training program designed to
foster links with foreign allies. He had
started training in the United States in
2017 and had been in the Pensacola area
for the past 18 months, authorities said. 

Family members and others identified
the three dead as Joshua Kaleb Watson, a
23-year-old graduate of the US Naval
Academy; Airman Mohammed Sameh
Haitham, 19, of St. Petersburg, Florida,
who joined the Navy after graduating
from high school last year; and Airman
Apprentice Cameron Scott Walters, 21, of
Richmond Hill, Georgia. 

'Radicalized' Pensacola gunman
visited 9/11 memorial in New York
just two days before the shooting
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Investigators learned that a few days before the shooting, al-Shamrani and at least five
other Saudi airmen traveled to New York City, where they visited tourist sites including
the 9/11 memorial (above)

The Saudi gunman who killed three people at a naval base in Pensacola and
wounded either others visited the September 11 memorial in New York City
just days before the shooting, according to investigators.

Senior law enforcement officials also say that the killer, Second Lt.
Mohammed Saeed al-Shamrani, 21, made preparations for the shooting by
filing paperwork to purchase a gun in April.

The revelations about al-Shamrani's movements are part of efforts by
investigators to establish an exact timeline in the weeks leading up to Friday's
shooting rampage, according to The Daily Beast.

As of Sunday, investigators have no indication that al-Shamrani was helped by
others.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation interviewed several Saudi airman who,
like al-Shamrani, were in the United States as part of a military training
program.

None of those Saudis appear to have had any involvement in the shooting, law
enforcement officials told The Daily Beast.

The Saudis told investigators that they also noticed nothing unusual about al-
Shamrani's behavior during his trip to New York from November 28 until
December 1.

During that time, al-Shamrani met up with at least five other Saudi airmen.
They stayed at a lower-end hotel in midtown Manhattan.
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The Saudis visited New York's most popular tourist destinations, including the
Statue of Liberty, Central Park, the Christmas tree at Rockefeller Center, and
the 9/11 museum, according to investigators.

'All the places they went were all the places tourists go see what this country's
all about,' one investigator told The Daily Beast.

Law enforcement officials said that the group of Saudis which included al-Shamrani
also visited popular tourist sites like the Christmas tree at Rockefeller Center (left) and
the Statue of Liberty (right)

Investigators noted that the 9/11 museum has pictures on display of the
hijackers - 15 of whom were Saudi nationals.

Three days after returning home to Florida, al-Shamrani hosted a dinner party
for his fellow Saudis.

It was during that event that he screened a disturbing video showing a
montage of mass shootings.

After the shooting, a number of the Saudi airmen took cell phone video near
the scene.

But investigators say they were merely doing what any other curious onlooker
would do when seeing a large number of emergency vehicles descend on the
area.

Investigators combed through the cell phone footage and found nothing
unusual that would arouse their suspicions, according to The Daily Beast.

'Nothing before the fact, nothing during,' one law enforcement official said.

Meanwhile, new information has been gleaned about the long process that al-
Shamrani went through to legally obtain the 9mm Glock 45 semiautomatic
pistol used in the shooting.

The Daily Beast learned that al-Shamrani obtained a Florida hunting license
that allowed him to take advantage of a loophole in federal law banning
foreign nationals from buying a gun.

The loophole allows foreigners with a valid visa to buy a gun if 'in possession
of a hunting license or permit lawfully issued in the United States.'

One investigator said al-Shamrani's choice of a Glock 45 with an extended
magazine meant that the only thing he intended to hunt was 'people.'
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Law enforcement officials also said that
al-Shamrani went through the months-
long process of legally obtaining a Glock
45 9mm handgun

According to The Daily Beast, the gun
shop in Pensacola which sold the
weapon to al-Shamrani checked with
authorities to confirm the validity of
his visa.

The Saudi national was issued the
visa in Riyadh. He arrived for military
training in the US in August 2017.

In late July, al-Shamrani completed
the 15-week process to buy the gun
despite the fact that he was not
allowed to carry the weapon onto the
premises of the Naval Air Station in
Pensacola.

By law, al-Shamrani also would not
have been able to board an airplane with the weapon if he were to fly back to
his native Saudi Arabia.

Investigators are now trying to figure out if al-Shamrani acted alone or if he
was recruited and groomed as a sort of 'sleeper agent.'

If al-Shamrani was intent on killing Americans, investigators want to know why
he bought a gun instead of waiting to come into possession of a far more
powerful weapon that could maximize casualties, like a fighter jet armed with
missiles or bombs.  
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In the latest documentary about his crimes, Jimmy Savile: The People Who Knew, a 
former Leeds hospital worker says people never addressed it directly but alluded to 
his preference for young girls
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Vanessa Hudgens
smiles while showing
off her fit figure in a bra
top and leggings as she
heads to the gym with
her close friend GG
Magree
 

Jennifer Garner runs
errands in a billowing
white dress while out in
LA... as ex Ben Affleck
sparks engagement
rumors with Jennifer
Lopez
Has three kids with Ben 

Chris Hemsworth
shows off his
washboard abs as he
goes surfing with wife
Elsa Pataky... after
'refusing to appear in a
campaign to promote
the Covid-19 jab'
 

Lily Allen keeps it
casual in a blue tee and
jeans as she stops to
take pictures with fans
after another West End
performance of 2:22 A
Ghost Story
 

Eminem's ex-wife Kim
Scott 'left a note' and
'asked not to call police'
after suicide attempt,
says frantic 911 caller
Unidentified woman said
Scott took 'bunch of pills'

Bridgerton's Regé-
Jean Page sends
temperatures soaring as
he shares a shirtless
snap while lounging
around in bed

Rita Ora flaunts her
pins in thigh-skimming
white dress with
plunging lapel front in
promo shots for The
Voice Australia
 

Steph Curry's parents
Sonya and Dell trade
allegations of marital
infidelity in divorce after
33 years of marriage
Sonya was the one who
filed for divorce

James Bond bosses
tease new scene from
No Time To Die and
insist film WILL hit
cinemas in October
following series of
setbacks
 

'Charlie Watts was the
ultimate drummer': Mick
Jagger, Paul McCartney,
Ringo Starr and Elton
John lead the emotional
celebrity tributes to

ADVERTISEMENT
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Rolling Stones rocker
after his death aged 80

Sofia Vergara wows in
bold blue dress while
Heidi Klum opts for
white blazer dress on
the red carpet for
America's Got Talent in
Hollywood
 

Anna Faris shows off
wedding ring as she's
seen for first time with
new husband Michael
Barrett, 51, after they
ELOPED... and reveals
they chose private
ceremony due to 'age'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Tommy
Dorfman reveals
starting hormones was
like going through a
'second puberty'... after
reintroducing herself as
a transgender woman
 

Keith Urban trims his
statement long locks
and debuts a shorter
hairstyle as he performs
on-stage at a charity
concert in Nashville
 

And the bride partied
the night away! British
society beauty Lady
Jemima Herbert shares
snaps from her wedding
- with guests including
Princess Diana's niece
Kitty Spencer 
 

Victoria Beckham
brands herself an
'a**hole' in a VERY
cheeky post as she
banters with son Romeo
 

'We'll dearly miss you,
Charlie': Mick Jagger,
Ronnie Wood and Keith
Richards pay tribute to
Rolling Stones
bandmate Watts after
his death aged 80

Camila Cabello rocks
biker shorts as she
grabs lunch and coffee
with her mother... after
revealing she felt 'burnt
out' with her career pre-
COVID
The singer is 24 

'Corden should be
afraid of you!' Fans
compare Niall Horan to
James as they call for
him to get his OWN chat
show after Jimmy
Kimmel appearance

Kourtney Kardashian
dresses like Patricia
Arquette's True
Romance character for
date with Travis - after
his ex revealed film was
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the 'theme' of wedding

Charlie Watts beams
alongside Shirley, his
wife of 57 years, in
sweet final image - as
his Rolling Stones
bandmates pay tribute
after his death aged 80

Sex And The City's
Cynthia Nixon takes a
swipe at former New
York governor Andrew
Cuomo after he was
STRIPPED of his
honorary Emmy Award
 

Gwen Stefani, 51, and
Blake Shelton, 45, are
seen leaving their ritzy
La Jolla hotel... after
taking her sons to the
San Diego Zoo Safari
Park
 

James Corden shares
texts he received from
Tom Cruise while in
London asking to land
helicopter in his yard so
they could go for dinner
 

Katy Perry sports a
distressed crop top and
beige joggers while
stepping out on a solo
stroll in West Hollywood
Hitmaker, 36, shares
daughter Daisy with
fiance Orlando Bloom 

'The extended clan!'
Rod Stewart's ex-wives
Rachel Hunter and
Alana Stewart reunite
for blended family
snaps with their
children
 

Iggy Azalea
announces her own
makeup line called
'Totally Plastic' - weeks
after confirming she's
quitting music 'for a few
years'
 

Cher's son Chaz Bono
makes rare sighting as
he picks up food... after
the singer said it was
'not easy' dealing with
child's transition from
female to male in 2009
 

Chrissy Teigen  looks
chic in all black
ensemble as she steps
out for a pampering
session at Anastasia
beauty salon in Beverly
Hills
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Kisses from the
funfair! Nicola Peltz
passionately smooches
fiancé Brooklyn
Beckham during date in
LA
 

Real Housewives Of
New York City: Sonja
Morgan talks trash
about Luann de
Lesseps behind her
back
 

Mariah Carey puts
together a hilarious duet
of her hit song Fantasy
with Free Guy star Ryan
Reynolds on TikTok
Her track is featured in
Ryan's new movie

Nicky Hilton ensures
all eyes are on her in a
canary yellow gown as
she attends Clash de
Cartier event in Los
Angeles
 

Kaia Gerber
showcases her runway
legs as she rocks TINY
shorts during grocery
run in LA
Model daughter of Cindy
Crawford and Rande
Gerber 

Bachelor In Paradise:
Riley Christian arrives
late and ends up with
Maurissa Gunn in Boom
Boom Room
 

Pete Davidson and
Kaley Cuoco take a
nighttime stroll arm-in-
arm while filming their
new movie Meet Cute in
NYC
The two stars are on
location in Queens

Reese Witherspoon
soaks up the sun in a
vibrantly colored and
floral-printed dress
while enjoying her 'last
day of summer
vacation'
Ocean-view getaway 

America's Got Talent:
Simon Cowell gets
wrapped up in the
moment while critiquing
Keith Apicary
Cowell wrapped confetti
streamers around his face
on Tuesday's episode

Madonna celebrates
her twin daughters
Stella and Estere on
their ninth birthday with
amazing throwback
pictures
She adopted the girls
from Malawi in 2017

Rolling Stones drummer
Charlie Watts has died
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at the age of 80 in
hospital surrounded by
his family weeks after
he pulled out of US tour
to recover from
emergency surgery 
 

The Crown series five
looks set to recreate the
retirement of Royal
Yacht Britannia as a
replica of the liner joins
Buckingham Palace in
Elstree studios
 

Survivor winner
Parvati Shallow files for
divorce from husband
John Fincher who also
competed on the show
Cited 'irreconcilable
differences'

Kid Cudi mourns loss
of his beloved pet dog
Freshie: 'My life will be
a lil more empty with
him gone'
Rapper, 37,shared the
news via Instagram on
Tuesday

Machine Gun Kelly
flashes a smile as he
works with Tom Arnold
on the Los Angeles set
of an unknown project
MGK also shot some
scenes with fellow rapper
Mod Sun

Title of long-awaited
fourth entry in Matrix
franchise is officially
unveiled as The Matrix:
Resurrections
Film reunites original
stars Keanu Reeves and
Carrie-Anne Moss

Kendall Jenner flaunts
her rock-hard abs in a
crop top teamed with
lime green skirt as she's
whisked to lunch by
boat alongside beau
Devin Booker and
friends in Italy
 

Chris Pratt tops TV's
highest-paid list with
$1.4million PER
EPISODE for Amazon's
The Terminal List... as
movie star streaming
deals cause a boom in
small screen salaries
 

Hugh Jackman says
having children of his
own helped him
reconcile with mom
Grace who abandoned
him at age eight as fans
praise him for 'choosing
healing over anger'
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Selena Gomez states
she's 'beyond proud' of
the work she did for
Disney after joking she
'signed my life away' to
the studio at young age
Starred on Wizards of
Waverly Place

Jennifer Carpenter
explains how her
deceased character
Debra Morgan returns in
Dexter: New Blood: 'I
don't think of her as a
ghost'
Showtime reboot 

Kanye West files to
legally change his name
to YE... amid divorce
from Kim Kardashian 
Rapper, whose new
album Donda honors late
mom, was born Kanye
Omari West 

Megan Thee Stallion
scores a legal win as a
judge rules she can
release her song Butter
with BTS... after her
label tried to block it
Feuding again with1501
Certified Entertainment

Bennifer engagement
2.0? Ben Affleck
browses bling at
Tiffany's amid romance
with Jennifer Lopez (but
insiders insist he was
on mall scavenger hunt
with his kids)
 

Melissa McCarthy
plays a grieving mother
dealing with her
troubled husband (and a
feisty bird) in the first
trailer for new movie
The Starling

Addison Rae gets
soaked in the rain while
showing off her ample
curves in a barely-there
black bikini
 

Your Honor starring
Bryan Cranston is
renewed for season 2
with the Breaking Bad
actor pulling in $750K
per episode on
Showtime's legal thriller
series
 

Kendall Jenner is a
vision of luxury as she
strikes poses on a yacht
wearing chic neon
green dress during
getaway to Italy with
boyfriend Devin Booker
 

PETA calls for probe
into Tiger King
personality Doc Antle's
Myrtle Beach Safari ...
after Chris Brown's
daughter Royalty,
seven, is seen diving off
elephant at park
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Pregnant Ashley
Graham positively
beams in a white bikini
before boasting about
her son's impressive
swimming skills on
holiday in Jamaica
 

Kelly Clarkson kicks
up her heels with
Kristen Chenoweth for a
music video marking
her show's season
premiere
 

Kim Kardashian strips
down to nearly nothing
to promote her
Essential Nudes
fragrance collection
The reality star, 40, went
close to naked 

Billie Eilish bring her
music fantasies to life in
first trailer for her
concert doc Happier
Than Ever: A Love
Letter To Los Angeles
The singer, 19, performs
at the Hollywood Bowl

So You Think You Can
Dance star Serge Onik
dead at 33... and
shocked friends and
fans pay tribute to the
'amazing dancer with a
huge heart'
Competed on Fox reality
show in 2014

Kylie Jenner shares
images of 'favorite girl'
Stormi dancing before
dad Travis Scott
surprises the child by
renting a yellow school
bus: 'It's all she has
been talking about'
 

Chrishell Stause dated
boss Jason Oppenheim
for two months before
going public with their
relationship during
European holiday
 

Tony Hawk releases
limited $500 skateboard
with his BLOOD infused
into paint... and it
SELLS OUT within 20
MINUTES
 

Jennifer Love Hewitt
shows baby bump in
two different outfits as
she prepares to
welcome third child
with Brian Hallisay: 'I
am very pregnant!'
 

EXCLUSIVE  How
Death Row Records'
Suge Knight used rogue
LA cops to kill Biggie
Smalls in retaliation for
the murder of Tupac
Shakur, new
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9922503/Chrishell-Stause-dated-Jason-Oppenheim-two-months-going-public-relationship.html
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documentary claims
 

Rapper Busta Rhymes
goes on an anti-mask
tirade in resurfaced
video railing against
COVID-19 mandates:
'F**k your mask'
 

R Kelly accuser says
he forced her to have
sex with young man he
called 'Nephew' while
R&B star looked on as
punishment for
breaking his rules 
 

Pregnant Ashley
Graham looks radiant
as she showcases her
growing baby bump in a
red bikini as she
continues to enjoy her
Jamaica trip
 

Gabrielle Union rocks
a neon pink cut-out
dress as she enjoys
every minute of her
luxurious holiday with
Dwyane Wade aboard a
yacht in Sardinia
 

Busy Philipps rocks a
playful denim
patchwork jumpsuit for
ice cream run with
daughter Cricket in Los
Angeles
 

Jordyn Woods is
makeup-free for sultry
snaps... after reflecting
on getting 'canceled' for
kissing Khloe
Kardashian's beau
Tristan Thompson
 

Bachelorette vet Jason
Tartick was hit by a car
while walking his dog as
fiancee Kaitlyn Bristowe
was steps ahead:
'Beyond fortunate to
walk away unscathed'
 

Kacey Musgraves is a
bride on the run in
trailer for visual album
Star-Crossed... after
Ruston Kelly divorce: 'A
modern tragedy told in
three acts'
 

Jana Kramer tweets
'best of luck' after ex
Mike Caussin is seen
with another woman...
before sharing ominous
post about failed
relationships
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Teen Mom 2's Chelsea
Houska says comments
about her 11-year-old
daughter's body make
her 'sick': 'It makes me
not want to post her'
 

Sofia Richie is 23!
Older sister Nicole, 39,
shares never-seen-
before images of the
model as a child: 'Been
loving you since day 1'
 

Jazz Age icon Dorothy
Parker FINALLY
receives headstone 50
years after her death:
Fans pour gin on her
grave after bizarre
journey that saw her
remains left in a FILING
CABINET for 15 years
 

Dua Lipa sets
temperatures soaring as
she flashes her
underboob in a racy
mirror selfie in
celebration of her 26th
birthday
 

Damian Lewis treats
himself to an ice cream
as he spends quality
time with family in rare
sighting since wife
Helen McCrory's death
four months ago
 

Beanie Feldstein
almost POPPED out of
2020 Oscar gown as
clasp broke before she
hit stage: 'I'm a busty,
low-hanging Jewish girl
so no more halters'
 

Freida Pinto shows off
her burgeoning baby
bump in form-fitting
activewear as she steps
out for a walk in Los
Angeles
 

Hailey Bieber LIKES
ELLE cover featuring
husband Justin's ex
Selena Gomez on
Instagram
 

Is Jennifer Lopez set
to receive her SIXTH
engagement ring - and
second from Ben?
Affleck is spotted
shopping for sparklers
with his kids in LA 
 

Josh Duggar attorneys
seek dismissal of child
porn charges because
prosecutors didn't save
evidence that could
have proved his
innocence 
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'Lovers in paradise!':
Paris Hilton looks
smitten with fiancé
Carter Reum during
vacation in Corsica... as
they count down to their
splashy nuptials
 

Still in love! Cindy
Crawford, 55, and
husband Rande Gerber,
59, lock arms at Nobu in
Malibu... after 23 years
of marriage
 

EXCLUSIVE  Disbarred
and disgraced Tom
Girardi forced to give up
$246 million luxury life
and move into assisted
living facility
 

Jessica Chastain, 44,
says wearing layers of
makeup to play Tammy
Faye Bakker has taken a
toll on her skin: 'I've
done some permanent
damage'
 

NBC's Annie Live! will
star newcomer Celina
Smith along with Taraji
P. Henson, Harry
Connick Jr., Nicole
Scherzinger and Tituss
Burgess
 

Jennifer Lopez shares
sexy selfies in a figure-
hugging neon dress...
after enjoying a family
day out with boyfriend
Ben Affleck

Jennifer Garner
dresses down in a
paisley skirt and
sneakers as she takes
daughter Seraphina, 12,
shopping
Spotted in Santa Monica 

Steph Curry's mother
Sonya Curry files for
divorce from husband
Dell after 33 years of
marriage
Sonya, 55, submitted
legal paperwork back in
June

Candace Cameron
Bure, 45, says she is
'sad' she could not take
her son Maksim, 19, to
college and was only
able to drop him off at
the airport
Posted on Instagram

Dog The Bounty
Hunter's daughter
claims she had a falling
out with dad over her
support of BLM after he
got fired for using racial
epithets

Jeff Lewis lists ultra-
private and modern
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three-bedroom
mansion overlooking
the famed Sunset Strip
in Hollywood for
$5.95million
 

Gal Gadot looks
radiant in a billowing
maxi dress as she
enjoys a night out with
friends in Tel Aviv two
months after welcoming
her third child
 

John Cena looks like a
gentleman as he whisks
wife Shay
Shariatzadeh's bags
away from JFK airport
 

Body confident Demi
Lovato looks
sensational in sheer
white swimsuit while
celebrating 29th
birthday in Maldives
with friends
 

Christina Haack
flashes her abs in a tiny
white bikini while
enjoying a beach day
with her son and new
beau Joshua Hall 
Romance is getting
serious 

'Feeling pretty in
pink!': Tori Spelling, 48,
sheds her mommy
image to glam up in
daring dress and fishnet
stockings for new show
Messyness

The Crown star
Elizabeth Debicki is
worlds away from
playing Princess Diana
as she takes a break
from filming series five
to head to dry cleaners
 

'Posh washed up on a
Florida beach!' Victoria
Beckham brings back
her 90s Spice Girls
alter-ego as she poses
in iconic LBD on family
trip
 

Hugh Jackman hugs
the mother who
abandoned him as a
child... a decade after
revealing they 'made
peace'
Previously said her
departure was 'traumatic'

Bradley Cooper looks
as handsome as ever as
he heads to a yoga
class in Santa Monica
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Actor and director, 46,
wore a gray ensemble for
his workout session

Alicia Vikander carries
baby while husband
Michael Fassbender
loads up their luggage
as they enjoy a low-key
holiday in Ibiza
 

Shia LaBeouf
researches his next film
role while at a health
food store in LA as he
prepares to make a
'comeback' after ex FKA
twigs' abuse allegations
 

Sandra Oh slips into
character as Eve
Polastri as she films
scenes sitting on a
bench in a London park
for the fourth final
series of Killing Eve
 

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle  donate
to the World Central
Kitchen via the
Archewell Foundation to
support Haiti
earthquake victims
 

Kirsten Dunst cuts a
sporty figure in a pair of
skintight black leggings
after Pilates in Los
Angeles... two months
after giving birth to her
second child
 

Kanye West apparently
recreating the Chicago
home he grew up in at
Soldier Field for Donda
listening event set
Being built inside the
venue, which is home to
the NFL's Chicago Bears

Bachelor In Paradise:
Demi Burnett vows to
cause trouble upon late
arrival and obtains final
rose
A one-on-one date turned
sour in Monday's episode

Alyssa Milano says
her uncle is 'on life
support' and has 'a long
road ahead of him' days
after he suffered a heart
attack while driving with
her
Accident happened on
August 17 

She's so funny! Actress
Isla Fisher shares
hilarious photos in a
'who wore it better'
series
Actress, 45, proved she
can be just as funny off
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screen as on

Chrissy Teigen rocks a
denim jacket while
stocking up with
groceries in Los
Angeles
Model and cookbook
author, 35, is married to
John Legend 

Britney Spears admits
she only went out
TWICE during her four
year-long Las Vegas
residency... as she
shows off new white
dress to fans on
Instagram
 

Jeopardy! bosses 
'doing everything' to
accommodate Mayim
Bialik's schedule and
there is 'mutual interest'
to make her permanent
host
 

EXCLUSIVE  Michelle
Rodriguez showcases
her toned physique in
stylish brown bikini as
she laps up the
sunshine with female
pal Raffaella Zardo in
Sardinia
 

Khloe Kardashian and
Tristan Thompson share
a tender embrace
following True's dance
class... as insiders
insist they are not back
together
 

'A day in the life...'
Vanessa Hudgens
shows off her sizzling
physique in strapless
mini dress and plunging
80s number at an LA
vintage clothing store

Naked Kendall Jenner
swings from a rope
while carrying a
handbag in new high
fashion ad campaign
Posed for designer
Jacquemus

Lana Del Rey sets
pulses racing as she
shares a fresh faced
topless snap while
wrapped in a towel
Singer, 36, posted on
Instagram

Justin Theroux keeps
the mustache look
going as he walks back
from the gym solo after
a workout session in
New York City
 Stars in HBO's upcoming
White House Plumbers
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Royal well-wishes!
Prince William and Kate
Middleton share a good
luck message to Team
GB Paralympians ahead
of the opening
ceremony in Tokyo 
 

R Kelly's ex-girlfriend
tells his sex abuse trial
how he forced her to
have an abortion as part
of his controlling and
violent behaviour during
five year relationship  
 

A dapper Tom Cruise
waves to fans as he
turns Birmingham's
Grand Central Station
into Dubai Airport for
Mission Impossible 7

Sean Penn urges only
those who have been
vaccinated to see his
new drama film Flag
Day in theaters
 

Addison Rae looks
giddy as she holds
hands with boyfriend
Omer Fedi after a lunch
date in West Hollywood
The singer and influencer
is 20 

Rami Malek and Lucy
Boynton spotted in a
rare outing as they do
some shopping at Book
Soup in West Hollywood
 

Spider-Man: No Way
Home trailer confirms
multiverse villains
Doctor Octopus, Electro
and Green Goblin
coming for the
unmasked Peter Parker
 

Too Hot To Handle's
Larissa Trownson
insists 'bikini season is
irrelevant' as she shows
off her incredible figure
in skimpy swimwear
 

Elliot Page credits
1999 film But I'm a
Cheerleader in his
coming out journey
saying scenes in the
indie comedy 'just
transform your life'
 

Angelina Jolie looks
chic in black dress and
heels... as she steps out
in LA after becoming
the fastest Instagram
user to gain 1M
followers
The actress is 46
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Kylie Jenner shows off
a flat tummy as she
poses in swimsuits for
her new Kylie Swim
brand amid claims she
is pregnant with her
second child
 

Snooki confirms she
'definitely' wants to
have 'another baby' as
she gives a tour of her
bedroom on MTV's
Cribs
Jersey Shore star, 33,
says she wan fourth child

Zendaya and Tom
Holland look lucky in
love at a friend's
wedding... one month
after confirming their
romance
Pals shared snaps of the
pair on social media  

Kelly Clarkson gushes
about working with
'very witty' Ariana
Grande on The Voice on
talk show visit
 

Kanye West shares
rival Drake's home
address on Instagram
before deleting it...
proving their feud is far
from over
Kanye posted map
showing location

Lizzo wears a 'fake
boobs' bodysuit as she
steps out for dinner at
Craig's in LA and is
joined by a mystery
man
Went to celebrity hotspot 

Ant Anstead and
Renee Zellweger go
Instagram official! TV
host proudly posts
about his love while
promoting his new
series Celebrity IOU
Joyride
 

Heather Locklear, 59,
is healthy and glowing
as she sends an
optimistic message to
Britney Spears while at
LAX: 'The light is
coming'
Has struggled with mental
health and addiction

'The public does not
know all the facts'
Britney Spears' dad
claims her 'addiction
and mental health
issues' are far more
serious than revealed
and insists he should be
PRAISED 
 

Scout Willis puts her
incredible abs on
display in a tiny red
crop top as she makes a
coffee pit stop with her
dog Grandma in Los
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Feliz
Daughter of Demi Moore
and Bruce Willis

Dwayne Johnson
flashes a smile before
heading to workout at
an LA gym... after
SURPRISING group of
tourists over the
weekend
 

Courteney Cox shows
off her incredible piano
skills as she and
Natasha Bedingfield
perform Unwritten
dedicated to boyfriend
Johnny McDaid

Tory Lanez gets bail
increased after violating
protective order in place
for Megan Thee Stallion
29-year-old rapper has
been ordered to stay
away from Megan, 26 

Amy Adams looks
stylish while on a family
shopping trip with her
husband Darren Le
Gallo and daughter
Aviana
Family enjoyed an outing
in LA on Monday 

Back to the Future
stars Michael J. Fox and
Christopher Lloyd trade
in their DeLorean for a
golf cart while reuniting
at Awesome Con
It's 36 years since the
iconic movie premiered 

Kim Kardashian
teases her chiseled abs
and full derriere while
modeling new SKIMS
twist collection with ex
assistant Steph
Shepherd
Wore black lingerie

Tarek El Moussa steps
out with fiancee Heather
Rae Young... after
BANNING Flip or Flop
crew from new spin-off
following leaked
explosive argument
with ex-wife Christina
Haack
 

'I love it!' Billie Eilish
chops off her blonde
hair as she unveils new
bob with bowl cut-style
fringe
Singer, 19, showed off her
new look on Monday via
Instagram

Netflix unveils first
official Cowboy Bebop
photos of John Cho,
Daniela Pineda and
Mustafa Shakir while
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confirming November
19 debut
 

Vanessa Bryant shares
heartfelt tribute to late
husband Kobe Bryant
on his 43rd birthday:
'Love you forever'
Posted throwback snap of
couple kissing at 2000
NBA Finals

Christina Ricci, 41, is
seen out in public for
the first time since
announcing her
pregnancy as she
attends AwesomeCon in
Washington DC
Expecting baby number 2 

'It wasn't pleasant for
anyone': Michael
Douglas admits it was
'uncomfortable' sharing
his Majorcan home with
his ex-wife Diandra
Luker
 

'Today is a sad
day...also for many
reasons': Gov. Andrew
Cuomo's ex Sandra Lee
seemingly alludes to his
last day in office as she
pays tribute to fallen
troops at Omaha Beach
in Normandy
 

EXCLUSIVE  YouTuber
Jake Paul reflects on
his 'dark' past and how
he turned his life around
through boxing ... as he
dishes up smack-talk
ahead of Tyron Woodley
bout
 

Bachelor In Paradise
star Victoria Larson
parades her new blonde
bombshell look in string
bikini after dramatic
transformation 
Reality TV villain 

Gabrielle Union
reveals her toned figure
in a tiny green bikini
before packing on the
PDA with husband
Dwyane Wade on a
yacht in Sardinia, Italy
 

Chrissy Teigen cuts a
HOLE in the wall of the
$17.5M mansion she
shares with John
Legend to rescue her
pet hamster that had
been missing for three
days
 

Troubled Buffy the
Vampire Slayer actor
Nicholas Brendon is
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arrested for
'fraudulently obtaining
prescription drugs' after
being pulled over for
'swerving all over the
road'
 

Philip rides again!
First images show
Jonathan Pryce as The
Crown's new Duke of
Edinburgh - taking one
of his beloved carriage
rides as Knebworth
house doubles as
Windsor
 

Tom Cruise surprises
a family in Warwickshire
with a free ride in his
helicopter... after
landing in their garden
 

Mayim Bialik will
temporarily fill in as
syndicated host of
Jeopardy!... after Mike
Richards exited the post
due to distasteful 2014
remarks
 

Aspiring R&B singer
testifies R Kelly told her
he needed to relieve
himself sexually before
he could hear her sing
after luring her to his
hotel: Sobbing witness
tells jury star gave her
herpes when she was
17
 

Beanie Feldstein
admits she felt out of
her 'comfort place'
playing Monica
Lewinsky as a queer
woman 
 

Ousted Jeopardy! host
Mike Richards tries to
keep a low profile while
out after quitting gig
over crude comments
he made mocking
women, Jews and Haiti
in 2014
 

Jessie James Decker
shows off her curves in
a rainbow bikini while
enjoying ANOTHER
vacation with husband
 The star recently hit back
at body shamers after
gaining 10lbs 

Breakfast at Beyonce's!
Singer channels Audrey
Hepburn in a little black
dress and a $30M
diamond for Tiffany
campaign with Jay-Z 
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Pregnant Princess
Beatrice offers a rare
glimpse inside elegant
St James's Palace home
she shares with
husband Edo
Features trendy mirror
and family snaps

Paulina Porizkova, 56,
flaunts her VERY toned
abs while dancing
topless in cheeky video
from her recent cover
shoot - after sharing
photo of herself 'getting
ready for a date' 
 

Margot Robbie, Kaia
Gerber and Jodie
Turner-Smith attend
screening of James
Bond movie No Time To
Die hosted by Rami
Malek who plays 007's
nemesis
 

Olivia Rodrigo
embraces her inner-
angst in quirky new
music video for her hit
song Brutal ... with
appearances by Lukas
Gage and Nico Hiraga 
 

Eternals actor Barry
Keoghan 'hospitalised
and left with facial
injuries after attack in
Ireland'
He is set to star as Druig
in upcoming Marvel film 

Pregnant Ashley
Graham showcases her
growing bump in a floral
bikini as she cradles her
son Isaac, 19 months,
during sun-soaked
Jamaica holiday
 

Simone Biles puts six
pack on display in a
bikini during girls' trip
in Cabo - after revealing
she's recovered from
mental health issue that
saw her pull out of five
finals at the Olympics
 

Taylor Swift makes her
TikTok debut as she
revisits recent album
covers before teasing
November release of
Red (Taylor's Version)
She said there's 'lots
going on at the moment' 

Travis Scott heads out
with friends in New York
City... after Kylie
Jenner's second
pregnancy was revealed
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The 30-year-old rapper
sported eclectic threads 

Zoe Kravitz looks
giddy while giggling
away with rumored love
interest Channing
Tatum
The pair have been
inseparable recently 

'Birthday weekend':
Beaming Blake Lively is
a vision in a dazzling
green tulle dress as she
playfully twirls her way
into her 34th year
 

Jennifer Lopez points
her finger and appears
to scold son Max, 13, as
she and Ben Affleck
take their blended
family to the Magic
Castle in LA
 

Jennifer Aniston
strikes out on her own
as Reese Witherspoon
picks up the pieces in
drama-packed new
trailer for The Morning
Show season two
First look  

Guy Ritchie's wife
Jacqui shows off her
enviable physique in a
burgundy bikini as the
couple enjoy a luxury
yacht day in Sardinia
with family and friends
 

Olivia Jade sports
oversized sweater and
distressed denim at
Melrose Trading Post...
after confirming split
with ex beau Jackson
Guthy
 

Justin and Hailey
Bieber practice at
parenting as they
babysit the model's
'sweet' niece Iris, one,
while picking up
refreshments in LA
 

Nicole Kidman films
her new TV series
Expats in a busy
marketplace in Hong
Kong - following
criticism the actress
was exempt from
quarantine rules
 

Dog The Bounty
Hunter hasn't invited
two of his daughters to
his September wedding
to Francie
They think it is because
they look like his late wife
Beth 
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Jessica Alba, 40,
dresses up while her
mini-me daughter
Honor, 13 - who is two
inches TALLER - goes
casual in an oversized
T-shirt during shopping
spree
 

Jennifer Garner cuts a
casual figure as she
takes kids Seraphina
and Samuel back to
school shopping at
Staples
 

Ryan Phillippe hits the
hot springs in New
Mexico with his look-
alike 17-year-old son
Deacon after a grueling
hike
 

Naomi Osaka stars on
Women's Health cover
as she discusses
mental health (and
promotes brand deals)
 

Angelina Jolie breaks
a record: The star, 46,
becomes fastest
Instagram user to gain
1M followers... and she
already has 7.6M
followers after just
THREE DAYS
 

UB40's Brian Travers
dead aged 62: Band
pays tribute to
saxophonist and
songwriter 'after a long
and heroic battle with
brain cancer'

Demi Rose puts her
ample assets on display
a series of in racy
outfits during PLT shoot
in Croatia as she faces
OnlyFans X-rated
content ban
 

Leigh-Anne Pinnock
gives birth! Little Mix
star shocks fans as she
reveals she secretly
welcomed TWINS with
fiancé Andre Gray a
week ago
Sweet snaps 

Enrique Iglesias'
grandmother Beatriz
Arrastia dies aged 98 as
the singer flies to
Madrid to be with his
family
 

Pregnant Cardi B and
husband Offset surprise
fans with a performance
of their hit Type S**t at
the 2021 Summer Jam
in New Jersey
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Khloe Kardashian
poses TOPLESS in a
new sexy polaroid on
Instagram while
modeling Good
American jeans
 

 Tiffany's Alexandre
Arnault, 29, son of
LVMH founder Bertrand,
helps score Beyoncé
and Jay-Z for new
campaign - after turning
around fortunes at
sister brand Rimowa 
 

John Cleese, 81,
blasts 'absurd' woke
culture as he fronts
series examining
political correctness...
after Fawlty Towers
'cancellation' row
 

Tara Reid, 45, and her
boyfriend of two years
Nathan Montpetit-
Howar, 37, share a
passionate kiss during
a night out in Hollywood
PDA show  

Rihanna nods to her
mega-rich status as she
cheekily boasts she's
got a 'billion dollar
smile' while modeling
red bra and underwear
in the pool
 

Chrissy Teigen says
she was 'basically a
functioning alcoholic'
years back ... as she
says she's 'slightly
down lately' amid
'complicated' aspects of
life
 

Britney Spears heads
out for a drive in her
Mercedes G63 SUV...
just a day after getting
her two dogs back after
her housekeeper took
them
 

Aaron Taylor-Johnson
showcases his bulging
biceps as he goes
shirtless in a pair of
swimming shorts while
enjoying a beach day in
Malibu
 

Anwar Hadid calls
girlfriend Dua Lipa his
'dream girl' in a heartfelt
birthday tribute as his
supermodel sister Bella
calls her 'one of a kind'
 

Rita Ora blocks Guy
Sebastian from
recruiting rapper Isaiah
Lugo-Hale on The Voice
Australia - and the Choir
singer compares it to
being 'kicked in the
nuts'
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Chrissy Teigen says
she hasn't 'fully
processed' the loss of
her third child and used
drink as a coping
mechanism before
going tee-total
 

Aubrey Plaza flashes
her toned midriff as she
shares a passionate
kiss with husband Jeff
Baena during walk in LA
 

Victoria Beckham
shares a sweet snap of
her daughter Harper, 10,
as the mother-daughter-
duo enjoy a weekend at
the beach in Miami
 

Simon Cowell is hit
with a plastic arrow by
his cheeky son Eric, 7,
as he enjoys a family
dinner with his partner
Lauren Silverman
 

Irina Shayk puts her
model figure on display
while leaving morning
workout... after split
from Kanye West
 

Kourtney Kardashian
gets her ear pierced at
the mall before sharing
throwbacks from luxury
movie night in the
desert with Travis
Barker
 

Kendall Jenner
showcases her toned
frame in green string
bikini before beau Devin
Booker grabs her
derrière in cheeky snap
during Italian yacht
break
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